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Are you telling me this will occur every season?



















“since the drought in 2015/16, we made the 
decision to start carrying over cane at 10% to 15% 
of AUC. Unfortunately, forced carry-over has 
resulted in an extra 12% over and above the 
planned 10-15%. We are now faced with dealing 
with >25% carry-over cane”.

“Normally, we harvest carry-over cane in 
the first 2.5 months. Due to forced carry-

over, this now becomes 6 months”.

“N65 grows like pigs tail. N59 has poor payloads 
(pithiness). Drought will straighten things out.”

“To make our daily allocation we are having to employ more cutters 
which comes with increased costs such as PPE, Tools, Maqewu, and 
all admin costs associated with employees. Last year, for argument’s 
sake, we were cutting cane in late November and early December 
that we should have cut as “seasonal” cane probably by July of that 
year.”

“Due to the lodged cane resulting in poor payloads 
(increased transport costs). What this also ends up doing is 
that when we get straighter cane, we tend to increase the 
loading to try and “smooth out” our payloads over the 
season to get back some of the payload that we lost out on 
and invariably, this gets confiscated by the mill group board 
and we lose that income as well.”

“The result of which requires that 
we go into OD (interest costs) to 

finance the cashflow 
requirement”.

“Irrigated areas not to be 
carried over, very expensive 
to irrigate carry over cane.”



“it would be a good research project for SASRI 
Specialists to determine whether it’s valuable 
to harvest Eldana infested cane or flowered 

cane first ?”

“Total tons harvested (on area under cane) 
vs harvesting the whole farm, has 

increased slightly resulting in savings made 
on ratoon maintenance = increased profit.”

“ I planted more long cycle, Eldana resistance varieties for carry over. The 
target is to have 80% of the carry over cane as long cycle varieties.” 

“I start doing my Eldana counts in November of each year. Traditionally, I 
always started with the oldest fields first, now due to forced carry-over, I’ve 
changed my management plan to cut the highest to lowest Eldana infested 

fields first ( which might not necessarily be the oldest fields).”

“Less ripening required on carry-over cane…however, an increase of Eldana spraying was required in the 
beginning of the season. With certain management practices implemented since then, approximately 5% of 
the carry over cane required Eldana spraying in the last 2 years. Hopefully, the area required will continue to 

decrease. Stumps (base cutting) need to be managed properly in lodged cane  to avoid eldana remaining 
behind.




